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Orphaned at an early age, Philip Ashley is raised by his benevolent older cousin, Ambrose.

Resolutely single, Ambrose delights in Philip as his heir, a man who will love his grand home as

much as he does himself. But the cosy world the two construct is shattered when Ambrose sets off

on a trip to Florence. There he falls in love and marries - and there he dies suddenly. Jealous of his

marriage, racked by suspicion at the hints in Ambrose's letters, and grief-stricken by his death,

Philip prepares to meet his cousin's widow with hatred in his heart. Despite himself, Philip is drawn

to this beautiful, sophisticated, mysterious Rachel like a moth to the flame. And yet . . . might she

have had a hand in Ambrose's death?
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My Cousin Rachel is a wonderful book - one of my favorites. It is NOT what you are buying here.

This is a ridiculous abridgment of a classic. That is mentioned nowhere in the description of what

you are buying. That should not be allowed.

You get what you pay for. This is so weird. Its like a synopsis. ..not at all the full book by Daphne

which is available for $9.95 of course. What happened to the original Kindle promise that books over

50 years old would be free?

WARNING: This Kindle edition is a 47 page condensation of a 300 page novel. This should and the

other Kindle edition should be removed from the Kindle Store. Both are terrible condensed/ adapted



versions of the full-length novel but are not labeled as such and there is nothing in the synopses to

indicate this . I was able to find the whole novel on Nook at Barnes and Noble. .Thanks to  policy I

was able to return for a refund.

This was a complete waste of money.Not the book written by daphne du Maurier.She is rolling in

her grave.This seller should be removed from  for fraud.

Thought I was purchasing du Maurier 's original novel, but what I got was a poorly abridged version.

 should not be selling this, please refund.

Very disappointed to find AFTER buying the book in kindle format that this is a poorly done abridged

version. I was looking forward to a good read, not a hacked up version of classic. Complete waste of

$3.

This version us equivalent to cliff notes. Horrible! Don't waste your money!

This is beautifully written and a very intriguing story. The essay at the beginning of the kindle book

HAS SPOILERS so please don't read it until you finish the novel. I think this is my favorite de

Maurier so far (I've read three others).
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